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• 

A. IDENTITY OF PETITIONER 

Ignacio Marin is the Petitioner asking this court to accept review of 

the Court of Appeals Decision terminating review designated in Part B of 

this petition. 

B. DECISION FOR REVIEW 

Petitioner Marin seeks review of the June 6, 2016 decision by the 

Court of Appeals, Div. I affirming a defense verdict, summary judgment 

and directed verdict rulings, in his Washington Law Against 

Discrimination [WLAD] July 11, 2016. The Decision and July 11, 2016 

Order to Publish are in the Appendix to this Petition. 

C. ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW 

1. Whether the Court of Appeals erred in affirming a CR 50 directed 
verdict motion on a hostile work environment claim in 
contradiction to this Court's decision in Hill v BCTI, 144 Wash. 
2d 172, (200 1 ). 

2. Whether the Court of Appeals erred in affirming dismissal of 
Marin's RCW 49.60.210 retaliation claim on summary judgment, 
where the Court at the same time found sufficient evidence of a 
WLAD retaliatory hostile work environment claim, in light of 
Burlington Northern v. White, 548 U.S. 53 (2006) as adopted in 
Boydv. State, 187 Wash. App. 1, 13-14 (2015)? 

3. Whether the Court of Appeals erred in holding that recording of 
conversations between a public employee and supervisor, which 
involve a workplace harassment complaint, discipline covered by 
National Labor Relations Board v. Weingarten, Inc., 420 U.S. 251 
(1975)" rights and unlawful threats, violated RCW 9.73.030? 

4. Whether the Court of Appeals erred in affirming discovery 



sanctions against Petitioner? 

D. STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

This is an RCW 49.60 WLAD discrimination and retaliation case. 

Marin's claims of"different treatment" discrimination and retaliation were 

dismissed pre-trial on summary judgment. CP 1752-1757. The Court 

denied summary judgment on Marin's claims of a WLAD "Hostile Work 

Environment" (HWE) based on race, national origin, age, disability and 

retaliation, as well as a disability claim for "failure to make reasonable 

accommodation". CP 1752-1757 Trial started September 4, 2014. The 

HWE retaliation claim was dismissed on a CR 50 directed verdict ruling 

the day before closing. Trial ended September 24, 2014 in a defense 

verdict. RP 9/2512014 P. 96-99. 

Petitioner Ignacio Marin ("Marin"), is a Peruvian born naturalized 

US Citizen with an accent, a licensed Boiler Operator and Certified 

Wastewater Treatment Operator. He worked in the Wastewater Treatment 

Division ("WTD") of King County at the West Point Treatment Plant 

(WPTP) for 26 years. He experienced, and complained about, racial 

hostility, different treatment from Caucasian coworkers, a hostile work 

environment, and retaliation. CP 1435-1449; 1424-34. 

Suprs. James Sagnis and Mark Horton took over Marin's "D 

Crew" at the WPTP in 2007 through 2009, worsening the disparity Marin 
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had long complained about on D Crew, including, inter alia, disparate 

assignment of the hardest "filthy" manual labor, public demeaning in 

person and by radio, resulting in increased anxiety and cardiac symptoms, 

and medical leave. RP 9117/2014 P. 38,40; Decl. Cook CP 1424-1434 

In April 2009 Horton bullied Marin to leave priority skilled 

Operator duties to do manual labor- to "dig grit". Exhs. 60, 61. Marin 

left work ill with high blood pressure and cardiac symptoms. On April 20, 

2009 Marin complained to Sagnis about the harassment. Sagnis accused 

Marin of misconduct. Plant Mgr. Elardo, Sagnis, and HR exchanged 

emails, edits and rewrites preparing unwarranted, disparate discipline of 

Marin, delivered by Sagnis May 10, 2009. Exh.82 & 83; Exh.162; RP 

9/09/2014 P.9; Exh. 86. 

On May 11, 2009 the Operators Union filed Marin's grievance 

alleging no "just cause", harassment, and hostile work environment. Exh. 

84. HR didn't take a complaint and nothing happened to remedy Marin's 

workplace or derail the unwarranted discipline. 

June 2, 2009 Sagnis reported to Mgr. Elardo that Marin "has a 

witness" and an "excuse" for not digging grit. Exh. 86. Marin brought an 

attorney and on June 19, 2009 HR took down Marin's complaint of 

20+years of WLAD disparate treatment, prior complaints, and hostile 

environment. A "chart" and "notes" were taken down by HR Managers 
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Ramsey and Milestone, See Exh. 87, OP 87 CP 3379-3410. 

Marin was temporarily moved to the Renton Treatment Plant 

('RTP") where HR told supervisor Alenduff Marin needed a "safe non

hostile environment" for about 3 weeks during an investigation at WPTP. 

CP 3379-3410, Exh. 89; RP 9/18/2014 P 20-21. Marin's temporary stay at 

RTP was extended indefinitely on July 21, 2009. Exh. 104. Marin would 

never be returned to WPTP - the plant he had operated for a quarter 

century. 

Shortly after Marin's "temporary" transfer, Sagnis made overt 

retaliatory statements against Marin telling "D Crew" Marin "would not 

be coming back". RP 9/08/2014 P. 145, 147-148. In fall 2009 Marin was 

to return to D Crew. Exh.111. Prior to his return, HR's Ramsey 

documented to HR Dir. Milestone and WPTP Mgr. Elardo, that Sagnis 

said Marin's return "would not be pleasant", that Marin had "shit all over 

the crew", that he had "made his bed, now he would have to lie in it". Exh. 

135. The County gave Sagnis minor discipline but left him in charge, a 

"remedy" they acknowledged prevented Marin's return to WPTP where he 

successfully operated for years. Exh. 135. Despite having determined that 

Marin could never return because of the retaliation, Mgt./HR in 201 0 

cynically "offered" Marin a return to Sagnis and "D Crew". RP 9/23/2014 

P. 166-167. 
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From late 2009 to early 2011 Marin is at RTP in "no man's land" 

because of Sagnis' WLAD retaliation. RTP Mgr. Fischer wrote WTD 

management opposing permanent transfer of Marin to RTP because "the 

problem was caused at West Point ("WPTP") and should be solved at 

West Point", because Marin would be of "very little value" at RTP on 

crews, but he would be of "value at West Point because he has worked 

shift there for many years." Exh. 149. WTD Managers and Marin's C 

Crew at RTP knew it would take years for Marin to learn RTP. RP 

9/10/2014 P.l00-10; RP 9/22/2014 P.158. Marin was eligible for 

retirement in "less than 3 years." Exh. 85. 

In 2010-2011 Marin declined to concede his May 2009 

HWE/Harassment grievance or his June 2009 WLAD complaint on terms 

Mgr. Elardo "offered" which coupled a determination that there had been 

no discrimination, harassment or HWE at WPTP with an "offer" to 

remove the unfounded May 10, 2009 discipline. Exh. 162.1 

At RTP, Marin made WLAD "protected" reports that Alenduffs C 

Crew barred him from "touching" equipment"; refused training and he 

had no meaningful work, that he took his earned leave for a month rather 

1 WPTP had further reason to remove Sagnis and Horton and allow Marin's return in late 
2009-20 I 0. Sagnis and Horton were found culpable for a massive (Exxon Valdez sized) 
raw sewage spill into Puget Sound from WPTP. Horton was fired. Sagnis, disciplined 
again, remained over D Crew, blocking Marin's return. CP. 2947-2948; 2657-2658. The 
trial court excluded this evidence from the jury. 
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than sit without work. Supr. Alenduff and Electrical Supr. Davidson knew 

Marin reported to WTD seeing Alenduff show sexual computer images to 

an offended female custodian, for which Alenduff was disciplined. RP 

9/23/2014 P.68-69. Marin was distraught on C Crew and found crying by 

Supr. Reed. RP 9/23/2014 P.l71-172. During fall 2010 HR set the date 

for a mediation of Marin's WLAD complaints for late January 2011. 

During that interim, Marin was rendered ill with anxiety and panic after 

supervisory encounters and write-ups including one that threatened 

termination for not knowing hazardous energy lock out tag out (LOTO) 

procedures for "every piece of equipment" at RTP. Exh.205, Exh.206; 

Exh.598; Exh.209; Exh.262. The write up, different from the usual local 

"TLC" ("Teach Lead Coach") memos which did not threaten discipline 

and were designed to help an employee do better, RP 9/9/2014 P.9-10, had 

been written by WTD HR attorney Hillary, and cleared by the KC 

Prosecutors office, in a way that Marin would have no right to grieve it. 

RP 9/0912014 P .1 0. Medical and legal "protected activity" efforts to get 

accommodations for his anxiety, the environment and threatening letter 

were "reasonable", but unsuccessful. Marin, out of available leave, could 

not take any it anymore and took a financially reduced early retirement. 

Exh 232, RP 9117/2014 P.70-75. 

At meetings with Sagnis April 20 and May 10, 2009, before 
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Marin had counsel, Marin recorded the meetings. The court concluded the 

recordings violated RCW 9.73.030, excluded testimony about the content 

of the conversations, and sanctioned Marin's counsel for not providing the 

recordings prior to the deposition of Sagnis. CP 1089-1097. Sagnis had 

lied in his deposition saying Marin's illness was "bullshit, absolute 

bull shit", inter alia, CP64, CP 831, CP 896., and Sagnis "corrected" his 

deposition from the recording, CP 284-287, CP 2632. Marin could not use 

Sagnis' retaliatory anger or threats against using medical leave at trial. KC 

withheld impeaching documents by Sagnis to HR and Elardo until after 

Sagnis' deposition, but Marin's motions for sanctions were denied, CP 

825-839,1098 and the Court even redacted Sagnis' draft discipline 

documents of impeaching evidence. Exh.68 P.l,5; OP Exh.68 P.l,5 CP 

3365, 3369; Exh.70 P.2; OP Exh.70 P.2 CP 3373; Exh.71 P.2, OP Exh.71 

P. 2 CP 3376. 

E. ARGUMENT WHY REVIEW SHOULD BE ACCEPTED 

1. Review should be accepted because the grant of the CR 50 motion 
dismissing the "Retaliation" basis for Marin's HWE claim was 
erroneous and contrary to Hill v. BCTI, infra. 

Under CR 50, "judgment as a matter of law is only appropriate 

when no substantial evidence or reasonable inference would sustain a 

verdict for the nonmoving party." Corey v. Pierce County, 154 Wn. 

App. 752,760,225 P.3d 367 (2010) 
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" ... [O]nce a trial court concludes that an employment 
discrimination claim cannot be resolved as a matter of law short 
of a trial, no directed verdict should issue before both parties' 
witnesses have been duly examined and cross-examined and both 
parties have set forth their evidence. 

"Whenever a party is entitled to a verdict, it should be granted 
[ ... ], but when the erroneous grant of directed verdict to a 
defendant will require a new trial, and particularly where there is 
extensive evidence and debate as in this case, it is a wise exercise 
in judicial economy to let the jury decide the matter and then to 
grant a judgment n.o.v., rather than court the prospect of trying 
the entire matter again as to that defendant, with resulting 
prejudice to all parties."; (cites omitted) 

Hill v. BCTI Income Fund-1,144 Wash. 2d 172,187 fn. 9, 23 P.3d 440 
(2001) overruled on other grounds by McClarty v. Totem Elec., 157 
Wash.2d 214, 137 P.3d 844 (2006) 

The trial court denied summary judgment on the HWE retaliation 

claim. CP1756. Nevertheless, a few minutes before Noon on Sept. 24, 

2014 the County's CR 50 motion for DV was granted at the close of the 

evidence. Closings were at 9 a.m. the following day. In granting CR 50 

dismissal the trial court stated as follows: 

In terms of the retaliation or implying that there hasn't been 
shown a foundation for retaliation, that there is no showing of 
harassment, after a person has learned of a complaint of 
discrimination, and I will grant the motion as to retaliation. 

RP 9/24/2014 P. 98:18-22. 

The trial court found sufficient evidence of a WLAD "hostile work 

environment" to go to the jury on all other "protected status". Element (2) 

provides the only distinction - whether a reasonable person could conclude 

Marin's "protected activity" was a causal factor in that hostile work 
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environment. 

The four elements for hostile work environment are: (1) the 
harassment was unwelcome; (2) the harassment was "because of' a 
protected status; (3) the harassment affected the terms or 
conditions of employment, meaning that it was sufficiently 
pervasive so as to alter the conditions of employment and create an 
abusive working environment, a question to be determined with 
regard to the totality of the circumstances; and ( 4) the harassment 
is imputed to the employer. 

Robel v. Roundup Corp., 148 Wn.2d 35, 45, 59 P.3d 611 (2003); Glasgow 
v. Georgia-Pacific Corp., 103 Wn.2d 401,406-07, 693 P.2d 708 (1985); 

[W]here an owner, manager, partner or corporate officer personally 

participates in the harassment, this (4) fourth element is met by proof of 

management status. Glasgow, 103 Wash.2d at 407, 693 P.2d 

708. (emphasis added). 

The trial court dismissed Marin's claim of retaliation-based 
hostile work environment because it determined that Marin 
presented no evidence that anyone harassed him after knowing 
about his protected activity. 

Op. at 24.(emphasis added) 

The Court of Appeals disregarded the evidence and inferences of 

knowledge and participation of managers, supervisors and coworkers 

using a standard contrary to established Washington law. The evidence, 

establishes management's2 and supervisors' knowledge of Marin's 

2 
Management knowing of protected activity and participating included inter alia, WTD HR Dir. 

Milestone, HR Ramsey, HR Hillary, KC Prosecutor's Office, WTD Plant Mgr Elardo (WPTP) later 
WTD Mgr., RTP Plant Mgr Fisher, KC Safety Mgr. Faccone. Supervisors include Sagnis, Horton 
(WPTP) Alenduff, Reed (RTP) and Davidson (RTP/Supr. Union Rep) 
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protected activity at WPTP and R TP, and that management itself 

participated in and ratified actions causing Marin's work environments at 

WPTP and RTP to be retaliatory, and hostile aggravating his health, 

causing his early retirement: 

1. Management knows Marin reported harassment when they help Sagnis 

prepare the May 10,2009 discipline. Exhs. 65, 67,69 p.2, 78. 

2. Management knows of Marin's May 11, 2009 HWE grievance, his 

June 19, 2009 formal WLAD Complaints; his bringing an attorney to 

meet with management on WLAD issues at WPTP and RTP, Exh 87 

and OP 87 CP 3379-3410; and Marin's active adherence to his WPTP 

"protected" complaints through 2011. Exh. 169. 

3. Management knew Sagnis' extreme retaliatory animus toward Marin 

("it wouldn't be pleasant" "he had shit all over the crew" and "he had 

made his bed and he would have to lie in it"), made WPTP too hostile 

for Marin. Exh.135,CP 1490-1491. 

4. Management made Marin's transfer to RTP permanent knowing Marin 

would be unwanted, "of little value" and unable to learn the plant; 

"because of' Marin's protected activity and the choice to keep 

retaliatory Supr. Sagnis in charge. Exhs.149, 67, 82, 83; Exh.135; RP 

9117/2014 P.43-44. 
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5. HR and management pretextually discuss with Marin returning to 

WPTP and Sagnis, knowing WPTP is a retaliatory hostile environment 

for Marin "because of' Sagnis animus. Exh.135, Exh.l49, RP 

9/23/2014 P.166-167, RP 9/10/2014 P.100-101, RP 9/22/2014 P.158, 

See also Exh.160, RP 9/9/2014 P.149-150 

6. Management made Marin permanent at RTP without telling him that 

he was unwanted by management, was he was "of little use" on crews 

there, it would take years for him to learn the RTP, beyond when he 

could retire in as little as three years. Exh. 149, RP 9/10/2014 P. 100-

10;RP 9/22/2014 P. 158, Exh. 85. 

7. Manager Elardo tried to get Marin to concede a finding of no 

discrimination or HWE at WTPT knowing Marin was harassed and 

disciplined though "he was legitimately engaged in other work 

activities". Exh.162 

8. In Fall 2010 management scheduled mediation of Marin's unresolved 

"protected activity" grievance and complaints for January 2011. During 

the interim HR and Supr. Reed draft write-ups and confront Marin, 

including a "threat of termination" if he cannot "lock out every piece of 

equipment" at R TP, an unreasonable and unlawful requirement. Exh.206, 

RP 9/16/2014 P.14, RP 9/11/2014 P.155-156. 

Thus Marin's direct evidence of retaliation, of management's 
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knowledge of his ongomg protected activity, and of management's 

participation in creating the unremedied hostile work environments at 

WPTP and R TP, inter alia, require that the "retaliation" claim go to the 

JUry. 

An adverse employment action... includes a demotion or 
adverse transfer, or a hostile work environment. Kirby v. City of 
Tacoma, 124 Wash.App. 454, 465, 98 P.3d 827 (2004) (quoting 
Robel v. Roundup Corp, 148 Wash.2d 35, 74 n. 24, 59 P.3d 611 
(2002)). The employee must show that a reasonable employee 
would have found the challenged action materially adverse, 
meaning that it would have " 'dissuaded a reasonable worker 
from making or supporting a charge of discrimination.' " 
Burlington N. & Santa Fe Ry. Co. v. White, 548 U.S. 53, 68, 126 
S.Ct. 2405, 165 L.Ed.2d 345 (2006) (quoting Rochon v. 
Gonzales, 438 F.3d 1211, 1219 (2006)). 

Federal law provides that context matters in analyzing the 
significance of any given act ofretaliation because" '[a]n act that 
would be immaterial in some situations is material in others.' 
"Burlington N. & Santa Fe Ry. Co., 548 U.S. at 69, 126 S.Ct. 
2405 (quoting Wash v. Illinois Dep't of Revenue, 420 F.3d 658, 
661 (7th Cir.2005)). Accordingly, whether a particular action 
would be viewed as adverse by a reasonable employee is a 
question of fact appropriate for a jury. See Burlington, 548 U.S. 
at 71-73, 126 S.Ct. 2405. 

Boyd v. State, Dep't of Soc. & Health Servs'" 187 Wash App. 1,13-
14 (20 15) (emphasis added) (cites omitted) 

The CR 50 motion should not have been granted as to "retaliation", 

and further evidence of pre-statute "notice" of protected activity and 

retaliatory HWE should have been admitted giving the jury a full and fair 

picture of protected activity and WTD's retaliatory environment. OP of 
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unredacted Exh.87 CP 3379-3410. 

2. The Decision Conflicts with Court of Appeals cases specifying 
'adverse actions' sufficient to support WLAD retaliation claims, in 
light of Burlington Northern v. White, 548 U.S. 53 (2006) as 
adopted in Boyd v. State, 187 Wash.App.1 (20 15) 

WLAD case law no longer requires an employee to show adverse 

action that "includes reducing employee's workload and pay" to prevent 

summary dismissal of a WLAD retaliation claim, Op. at 15, particularly 

where the Marin court on summary judgment found evidence of a 

retaliatory HWE claim. Marin's evidence established, a hostile work 

environment, an adverse transfer and imposition of impossible 

performance standards which caused illness and unwanted retirement. CP 

1752-1757 Management and Sagnis prepared the unwarranted discipline 

for Marin's standing up, to the point of illness, to a discriminatory pattern 

of being bullied to do the hardest filthy manual labor instead of "priority 

Operator's work". Sagnis made extreme retaliatory statements threatening 

to Marin, but management left Sagnis in charge, adversely transferring 

Marin to RTP, where he was unwanted, untrained, "of little value" and it 

would take more than his remaining "worklife" to learn. After Marin's 

"protected activity" at R TP, management wrote an abnormal, ungrievable 

write-up threatening termination, with impossible, unsafe, standards to re-

aggravate Marin's anxiety, panic, and cardiac symptoms, exhausting his 

13 



available leave and causmg unwanted early retirement. Under the 

prevailing post-Burlington view, whether such actions would be viewed as 

"adverse" by a reasonable employee is a question of fact appropriate for a 

jury. Boyd v. State, Dep't of Soc. & Health Servs,_ 187 Wash App. 1,13-14 

(2015) citing Burlington,548 U.S. at 71-73. 

3. The Decision Conflicts with this Court's Clear Holdings that the 
Privacy Act Protects Only Secret Communications. 

The Privacy Act applies "only to private communications or 

conversations." State v. Clark, 129 Wn.2d 211, 224, 916 P.2d 384 (1996). 

This Court has defined "private" to have its ordinary and usual meaning: 

" i.e., belonging to one's self ... SECRET ... intended only for the 
persons involved (a conversation) ... holding a confidential 
relationship to something ... a secret message: a private 
communication ... SECRETLY: not open or in public. 

State v. Kipp, 179 Wn.2d 718, 729, 317 P.3d 1029 (2014) (citations 
omitted) 

As this Court has held, to establish a communication is "private," a 

party must prove (1) the parties overtly manifested a subjective 

expectation that the communications be private or secret and (2) the 

expectation was objectively reasonable under the circumstances. See State 

v. Modica, 164 Wn.2d 83, 88,186 P.3d 1062 (2008); State v. Christensen, 

153 Wn.2d 186, 193, 102 P.3d 789 (2005); State v. Townsend, 147 Wn.2d 

666, 673, 57 P.3d 255 (2002). Because a party invoking the Privacy Act 

14 



predictably "will contend that his or her conversation was intended to be 

private," a self-serving declaration will not suffice. Clark, 129 Wn.2d at 

225; Lewis v. State, Dep 't of Licensing, 157 Wn.2d 446,458-59, 139 P.3d 

1078 (2006). Instead, the Court looks both to contemporaneous 

manifestations of intent and factors showing 

"the reasonableness of [an alleged] privacy expectation," 
including "the duration and subject matter of the communication, 
the location of the communication and the presence or potential 
presence of third parties, and the role of the non-consenting party 
and his or her relationship to the consenting party." 

Kipp, 179 Wn.2d at 729. (emphasis added) 

In this case the information was immediately revealed and used by 

King County to wrongfully discipline Marin. 

The Court of Appeals affirmed the trial court and concluded as a 

matter of law that Marin's recording of his April 20, 2009 and May 10, 

2009 conversations with Sagnis violated RCW 9.73.030 because such 

conversations were "private." OP. at 9 The trial court on that basis further 

ruled the recordings were inadmissible under RCW 9.73.050 and 

specifically ruled that Marin was barred from testifying regarding those 

conversations at trial. CP. 1089-1096. The Court of Appeals erred in its 

analysis of RCW 9.73.030. The two conversations at issue involved a 

public employment supervisor and employee regarding Marin's 

discrimination/harassment complaint to Sagnis, and Sagnis' job-related 
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commencement of discipline of Marin. The trial court acknowledged that 

Sagnis may have intended to [and immediately did] disclose the 

information he learned in the conversations to others, but the court deemed 

that point "irrelevant." Order at p.3 CP 1 091. That is not correct. The fact 

that the conversations were intended for a public purpose is evidence that 

they were not private in the first place. Since the conversations involved 

threatened discipline Marin was entitled to have a third party 

representative present under his Weingarten rights.3
, Exh. 73 P.1, Sagnis 

Decl. CP 4007-4009;CP 3957-3975; CP 284-287 

Sagnis' pressuring Marin not to use FMLA leave and not to 

complain about Horton's harassment are unlawful requests that may be 

recorded as an exception to RCW 9.73.030 (2)(b) (conversations ... which 

convey ... unlawful requests or demands ... may be recorded.) CP 604. 

The trial court and the Court of Appeals relied on Smith v. 

Employment Security Dep't, 155 Wn. App. 24,226 P.3d 263 (2010). OP at 

8-9 In Smith, the Court of Appeals upheld the denial of unemployment 

compensation benefits to Smith for on the job misconduct in making 

recordings that were expansive covering conversations in vehicles, local 

3 National Labor Relations Board v. Weingarten, Inc., 420 U.S. 251 (1975), the 
Supreme Court of the United States ruled that an employer commits an "interference" 
unfair labor practice under the National Labor Relations Act if it denies an employee's 
request for union representation in connection with an investigatory interview. 
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businesses, and inside people's homes. Smith, 155 Wn. App. at 30. Smith 

was denied benefits by ESD because he was terminated "for good cause" 

for violating a County policy against such recordings. That analysis does 

not apply here. The recordings were public in their nature as they involved 

a public employment supervisor and employee over an employment 

disciplinary matter about which Sagnis indicated he would converse with 

others upon the conclusion of the meeting. Sagnis contended Marin 

engaged in misconduct. In the second meeting, Sagnis actually handed 

Marin a reprimand that had been reviewed and edited by other King 

County managers. CP4007-4009, Exh.71,72,79,82,83. Marin asked for 

union representation (Weingarten) and filed a grievance. Exh. 84 Sagnis 

had no reasonable expectation of privacy. Neither Marin nor Sagnis 

intended the conversations to be private. In sum, the trial court and the 

Court of Appeals committed error in finding that RCW 9.73.030 applied 

in this case in contradiction to this Court's decisions. 

4. The Court Abused its Discretion in Imposing Discovery Sanctions 
on Marin and Counsel and Not Applying the Same Standard to 
King County 

In the course of discovery, several months before the scheduled 

trial date Marin produced two-recorded conversations with his supervisor, 

James Sagnis, in 2009. Marin provided discovery responses to the County 

on April 13, 2012, on June 15, 2012 CP 3654-3722; 3723-3733, and 
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further responses to a new discovery request on July 5, 2012 (Including a 

CD with the recordings.). The County claimed "delay" in production of 

the recordings and claimed Mann signed the June 15, 2012 discovery 

responses pursuant to CR 26(g) and that discovery responses did not 

properly reveal the Marin recordings. Attorney Mark Rose signed those 

responses. CP 3732-3733. 

In discovery responses dated April 13, 2012, particularly number 

4, Marin described his conversations with Sagnis in detail. CP 3688-3690. 

When Sagnis' deposition took place on June 29, 2012, neither the 

County's nor Marin's attorneys had heard or had copies of the recordings. 

Marin's counsel provided 767 pages of supplemental discovery on July 5, 

2012, including the Sagnis-Marin recorded conversations. CP 3645. 

When the controversy over the recordings began in the summer of 

2012, Marin's counsel made a full explanation including that Mann 

voluntarily stated to the County's attorneys that she had learned at an 

initial meeting with Marin on May 20, 2009 of the recordings. She also 

stated that the recordings were unintelligible to her knowledge. She further 

noted at the time of considering Marin's responses to the County's first 

discovery requests, the existence of the recordings did not come to her 

mind. In the intervening years, the recordings had played no role in her 

assistance to Marin, they passed out of her thinking and active memory 
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and her office did not have them. CP 90, 3775. 

Marin served discovery on King County on September 20, 2011. In 

its seventh (71
h) supplementation of its discovery responses served on July 

31, 2012, weeks after the Sagnis deposition, the County produced smoking 

gun evidence related to the very same conversations on the recordings 

that impeached Sagnis. CP 316-318,479-480, 847-850,937,946-948. For 

instance, an email about disciplining Marin from Sagnis to County 

Management dated nearly two weeks before the written discipline 

essentially impeaching Sagnis and corroborating Marin's description of 

events. CP 74-81, 284-287, 950-952, Thus the County was not prejudiced 

at Sagnis' deposition. 

The trial court imposed sanctions on Mann but not the County. The 

Court of Appeals affirmed noting that Marin's attorney Rose knew of the 

recording 1 0 days before the Sagnis deposition and did not produce them 

until 6 days after. Op. at 9. But he did not have the recordings prior to the 

deposition. CP 259 They were produced as soon as Marin found them and 

produced them to counsel. CP 259. 

If the standard for supplementation of discovery is that, regardless 

of Counsel's awareness or possession, the recordings must have been 

produced prior to the deposition of Sagnis, then the Court should likewise 

have found that the County intentionally withheld smoking gun evidence 
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about the same conversations until after Sagnis' deposition. There is no 

Washington case law on what constitutes "seasonable" supplementation of 

discovery. 

In Giddens v. Kansas City So. Railway Co., 29 S.W.3d 813, 820 

(Mo. 2000) the plaintiff argued that he was prejudiced by the defendant 

not producing impeaching videotapes of him prior to his deposition. The 

Missouri Supreme Court in finding that the trial court abused its discretion 

in imposing sanctions on the defendant for failure to supplement discovery 

prior to the plaintiff's deposition stated as follows: 

!d. 

If Giddens is completely truthful in his answers to ~uestions 
propounded at the deposition, then no prejudice occurs ..... The 
trial court abused its discretion in finding that the videotapes 
were not seasonably disclosed. 

There was no harm to the County and Marin's counsel produced 

the recordings as soon as they had them. The sanctions were an abuse of 

discretion. 

F. CONCLUSION 

This Court should accept review, reverse and remand for a new 

trial on the merits and award Marin his reasonable fees and costs. 

4 King County local rules make an exception for disclosure of impeaching evidence prior 
to the witnesses testimony. KCLR 40) 
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IN THE COURT OF APPEALS OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON 

IGNACIO MARIN, 

Appellant, 

v. 

KING COUNTY, WASHINGTON, 

Respondent. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) ____________________________ ) 

No. 72666-8-1 

ORDER GRANTING MOTION 
TO PUBLISH OPINION 

Appellant Ignacio Marin and respondent King County, having both filed motions 

to publish opinion, and the hearing panel having reconsidered its prior determination 

and finding that the opinion will be of precedential value; now, therefore, it is hereby: 

ORDERED that the unpublished opinion filed June 6, 2016, shall be published 

and printed in the Washington Appellate Reports. 

Done this \ \+h day of • \~.J\~ , 2016. 

FOR THE COURT: 



IN THE COURT OF APPEALS OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON ,..., 4) 
c::J cno 

IGNACIO MARIN, ) No. 72666-8-1 c::r-. :-tc:: :r>;o 
c_ ;::;{--~ 

) c::: :z:: C) 

Appellant, ) DIVISION ONE I 
~-..1 •. , 

) 
en <:~;::: 

:P "tr-r. 
v. ) PUBLISHED OPINION :z:. tl>f'"": 

:X :;:r.:.:o 
) '!? 

:z:r-
C")(h 

KING COUNTY, WASHINGTON, ) (/1 -ICJ o-
) -..J ::Z"< 

Respondent. ) FILED: June 6, 2016 
) 

LEACH, J.- Ignacio Marin appeals the dismissal of this lawsuit against his 

former employer, King County (County). Marin alleged disparate treatment, 

hostile work environment, and failure to accommodate disabilities while he 

worked in the County's Wastewater Treatment Division (WTD). The trial court 

dismissed Marin's disparate treatment claim on summary judgment. After the 

close of evidence at trial, the court directed a verdict for the County on Marin's 

claim of hostile work environment based on retaliation. The jury then rendered 

unanimous defense verdicts on the remainder of Marin's hostile work 

environment claim and on his failure-to-accommodate claim. On appeal, Marin 

makes 18 assignments of error. Because he fails to support several 

assignments with adequate argument, citations to the record, and legal authority, 

and the remaining assignments lack merit, we affirm. 
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BACKGROUND 

Substantive Facts 

Ignacio Marin immigrated to the United States from Peru in 1975. In 1982, 

he began working as an operator for WTD at the West Point Treatment Plant in 

Seattle. Marin suffers from anxiety, depression, and panic attacks. 

Operators at King County wastewater treatment plants work on crews of 

five or six people led by a shift supervisor. They have responsibility for various 

types of wastewater treatment equipment, some of it hazardous. They also 

respond to emergencies, ensure compliance with safety procedures, and clean 

the plant. 

Marin joined D Crew at West Point in 2007. His supervisor was James 

Sagnis, who at times appointed Mark Horton, the most experienced crew 

member, as a temporary supervisor. Marin had a turbulent relationship with 

Sagnis and Horton. In April 2009, Horton complained to Sagnis that Marin 

refused to follow a "priority directive" that the plant manager had issued. The 

directive requested that all employees assist in quickly cleaning the plant's 

preaeration tanks. Marin worked on the priority tasks for less than an hour and 

spent most of two days performing other, low-priority work. When Horton 

confronted Marin, Marin told him the preaeration work made him ill. Horton 

informed Sagnis that he suspected Marin was using sickness as an excuse to 
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avoid doing the unpleasant priority tasks. Marin secretly recorded two 

conversations with Sagnis about these accusations. In May, Sagnis gave Marin 

a "documented oral reprimand." Marin promptly filed a union grievance of the 

reprimand. The County later investigated the incident, concluded that the 

reprimand was based on a misunderstanding, and withdrew it. 1 

In June, Marin complained to WDT's human resources department (HR), 

alleging a hostile work environment. The County hired an independent 

investigator, Karen Sutherland, to investigate these complaints. She found no 

evidence to support Marin's accusations. 

The same month, following his conflict with Sagnis, Marin requested, and 

the County granted, a transfer to Jim Alenduffs C Crew at the South Plant in 

Renton. This assignment was initially temporary. Meanwhile, that October, 

Sagnis told an HR staff member that Marin had "shit all over the crew" and "it 

would not be pleasant" if he returned. The County gave Sagnis a written 

reprimand for threatening retaliation against Marin. 

Like other West Point operators, Marin considered South Plant a desirable 

assignment because of its more convenient location. Because of the size of 

South Plant and its differences from West Point, however, Marin needed training 

to be proficient in the new plant. At his crew's request, Alenduff restricted 

1 The County withdrew the reprimand in March 2010. 
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Marin's work duties while his assignment was temporary. He later explained that 

Marin repeatedly made errors on C Crew that put crew members in "jeopardy." 

In response, Marin complained to HR that he was not receiving 

meaningful assignments, the crew did not want him working in their areas, and 

they were aggressive toward him when he made mistakes. Marin alleged that 

members of C Crew harassed, discriminated against, and retaliated against him. 

The County again hired Sutherland to investigate, but this time Marin did not 

cooperate. Sutherland again found no evidence of discrimination. 

As Marin's reassignment to South Plant had been temporary, the County 

offered to return him to West Point. But after the conflicts on C Crew and after 

meeting 8 Crew supervisor Cheryl Read, Marin decided to remain at South Plant 

and move to B Crew. He began on that crew in late October 2009. Meanwhile, 

through his attorney, Marin anonymously reported to the County that Alenduff 

had shown obscene computer images to coworkers, including a female 

custodian. Alenduff was eventually forced to resign. 

In early 2010, Marin asked the County to make his transfer to Read's crew 

permanent to accommodate his posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). The 

County agreed in April 2010. 

While on B Crew, Marin repeatedly told HR and disability services he was 

happy with his new supervisor and crew and did not need more 
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accommodations. In December 2010, however, Marin did not follow the correct 

procedure to "lock out" and "tag out" a sewage pump. Marin approached Read 

and told her about the incident on the same day. Read saw it as a basic error for 

someone with Marin's experience. Marin perceived Read to be yelling at him 

and became anxious. He told her he had to visit his doctor and left early. Read 

did not see Marin again until January 1, 2011. That week, she and Marin walked 

through the procedure he should have followed, and she gave him a 

Teach/Lead/Coach memo, or TLC. A TLC is not discipline, though management 

may base future discipline on a TLC. 

Marin took medical leave on January 5. The County asked for medical 

information and tried to engage him in its process. Marin sent notes from two 

doctors saying that work had aggravated his "acute situational stress" and 

PTSD.2 The County requested more information. Marin did not provide it. 

Instead, he gave notice he would retire in May 2011. 

Procedural Facts 

Marin sued the County in July 2011. He alleging six causes of action: 

disparate treatment, hostile work environment, and failure to accommodate 

2 One of Marin's doctors acknowledged at trial that Marin "probably" did 
not have PTSD under the accepted definition. 
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disabilities under the Washington Law Against Discrimination3 (WLAD), wrongful 

discharge, and both intentional and negligent infliction of emotional distress. 

At the County's request, the court found that Marin's recordings of his 

conversations with Sagnis violated the privacy act" and excluded the recordings 

and Marin's observations of the conversations. The court also sanctioned 

Marin's counsel $5,000 for failing to disclose the recordings' existence until after 

her firm deposed Sagnis. 

After discovery, the trial court dismissed on summary judgment four of 

Marin's claims: disparate treatment under WLAD, wrongful discharge, and both 

types of emotional distress. Before trial, the court excluded evidence about 

allegations that occurred before the limitations period began in May 2008, with 

limited exceptions. The court also ruled that Marin could not offer evidence that 

any coworker retaliated against him without first laying the foundation that the 

coworker was aware of Marin's discrimination complaint. 

The parties tried the case over 15 days in September 2014. During voir 

dire, juror 71 disclosed on his questionnaire and in response to further questions 

from Marin that he was a "[g]ood friend with a King County prosecutor." The trial 

court declined to dismiss juror 71 at that point. 

3 Ch. 49.60 RCW. 
4 Ch. 9.73 RCW. 
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During trial, the trial court struck a statement by Marin's coworker Lloyd 

Holman that he heard from unidentified coworkers that Marin had complained 

against Alenduff. The court had conditioned that statement's admission on Marin 

"t[ying] it up" with evidence of the speakers' identities and the statements' 

timing-evidence Marin did not provide. Later, the trial court allowed the 

County's expert, Dr. McClung, to testify that Marin had "adjustment disorder with 

paranoid personality traits." But the court excluded any "comment on credibilityn 

from McClung, such as testimony that Marin "is likely to perceive harassment." 

At the close of evidence, the court granted the County's request for a 

directed verdict in part. It dismissed the retaliation component of Marin's hostile 

work environment claim but allowed the jury to decide the rest of his hostile work 

environment claim and his accommodation claim. The jury then rendered 

unanimous verdicts for the County on those claims. The court awarded the 

County $14,378.37 in costs. Marin appeals. 

ANALYSIS 

Exclusion of Recorded Conversations and Resulting Discovery Sanctions 

Marin challenges the trial court's exclusion of evidence of his 

conversations with his D Crew supervisor, James Sagnis, and its imposition of 

sanctions against his counsel for delayed disclosure of recordings of those 

conversations. This court denied discretionary review of these rulings. 
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We review a trial court's interpretation of statutes and court rules de novo.5 

We review for abuse of discretion a trial court's choice of sanctions for violation 

of a discovery order.6 

Marin first contends that his conversations with Sagnis were not "private" 

under RCW 9.73.030. No statute defines the term "private." To determine 

whether a conversation is private under the privacy act, we consider "(1) the 

subject matter of the communication, (2) the location of the participants, (3) the 

potential presence of third parties, (4) the role of the interloper, (5) whether the 

parties 'manifest a subjective intention that it be private,' and (6) whether any 

subjective intention of privacy is reasonable."7 

Here, Marin and Sagnis had lengthy conversations in an office at work that 

involved only the two of them. No third party was present. Marin does not 

meaningfully distinguish Smith v. Employment Security Department, 8 where the 

court found conversations between public employees in an office to be private as 

a matter of law. Nor does he cite to authority to support his argument that the 

conversations were "public in nature" because they were between two 

government employees who each later revealed parts of what was said. We 

5 Nevers v. Fireside. Inc., 133 Wn.2d 804, 809, 947 P.2d 721 (1997). 
6 Burnet v. Spokane Ambulance, 131 Wn.2d 484, 494, 933 P.2d 1036 

(1997). 
7 State v. Mankin, 158 Wn. App. 111, 118, 241 P.3d 421 (2010) (quoting 

State v. Christensen, 153 Wn.2d 186, 193, 102 P.3d 789 (2004)) . 
• ~ 8 155 Wn. App. 24, 39, 226 P.3d 263 (2010). 
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distinguish the cases Marin does cite on the basis that they involve documents 

rather than conversations.9 Following Smith, we conclude that Marin's 

conversations with his supervisor were "private" under RCW 9.73.030. A 

violation of the privacy act requires exclusion of "all evidence" of the contents of 

the illegally recorded conversations. 10 Thus, the trial court did not err in 

excluding the recordings and other evidence regarding the meetings. 

Second, Marin argues that even if the trial court properly excluded the 

recordings, it erred in sanctioning his attorney, Mary Ruth Mann. But the record 

contradicts Marin's assertion that his attorneys produced the recordings 

"seasonably." An attorney at Mann's firm, Mark Rose, acknowledged that he 

knew of the recordings 1 0 days before the deposition and knew that they were 

responsive to the County's discovery requests. Rose then told Mann about the 

recordings. Rose deposed Sagnis, then waited 6 more days to produce the 

recordings. The trial court acted within its discretion in sanctioning Mann based 

on this conduct. The other facts Marin recites are irrelevant and obfuscatory. 

While it sanctioned Mann $5,000, the trial court denied the County's 

request to dismiss the case. Marin contends, again without meaningful support, 

9 Bellevue John Does 1-11 v. Bellevue Sch. Dist. No. 405, 164 Wn.2d 199, 
215, 189 P.3d 139 (2008) (employee evaluations under the Public Records Act, 
ch. 42.56 RCW); Morgan v. City of Federal Way, 166 Wn.2d 747, 756-57, 213 
P.3d 596 (2009) (investigative report involving judge's conduct). 

10 RCW 9.73.050; see Schonauer v. OCR Entm't, Inc., 79 Wn. App. 808, 
819, 905 P.2d 392 (1995). 
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that this court should reverse the sanction because the trial court erroneously 

"applied CR 37 case law" to his counsel's violation of CR 26(g). Marin 

acknowledges, though, that the standard for sanctions under CR 37 is higher 

than under CR 26(g). And, in any case, the trial court considered CR 37 

standards only in declining to sanction Marin with dismissal. Thus, the error that 

Marin asserts, if it occurred, was harmless. 

Finally, Marin contends that the trial court improperly considered Mann's 

history of sanctions when deciding the appropriate sanction here. The trial court 

"deem[ed] th[e] violation to be serious, particularly in light of Ms. Mann's history 

of sanctions in previous cases." This is not, as Marin contends, an improper use 

of character evidence to determine that Mann's conduct was "willful." A trial court 

may consider an attorney's history of misconduct in determining appropriate 

sanctions.11 The trial court did not err in doing so here. 

Summary Judgment on WLAD Disparate Treatment Claim 

Marin next challenges the trial court dismissal on summary judgment of 

his disparate treatment claim. He based that claim on two theories: 

discrimination against him as a member of a protected class and retaliation 

against him for protected activity. 12 We review a grant of summary judgment de 

11 In re Disciplinary Proceeding Against Cohen. 150 Wn.2d 744, 760 n.8, 
761-62, 82 P.3d 224 (2004). 

12 Marin repeatedly cites to the trial transcript to support his contentions 
that summary judgment was inappropriate. This court restricts its review to the 
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novo, considering the same record as the trial court in the light most favorable to 

the nonmoving party. 13 Summary judgment is appropriate only when there is no 

genuine issue as to any material fact. 14 

Disparate Treatment Based on Protected Status 

The elements of a prima facie case for disparate treatment based on 

protected status are not absolute but vary based on the relevant facts. 15 The 

parties agree that Marin is a member of one or more protected classes. Marin 

must also show that he suffered a tangible adverse employment action. This 

means "a significant change in employment status, such as hiring, firing, failing to 

promote, reassignment with significantly different responsibilities, or a decision 

causing a significant change in benefits."16 He must also show that the action 

occurred under circumstances that raise a reasonable inference of unlawful 

discrimination and that he was doing satisfactory work. 17 If Marin makes this 

record before the trial court at summary judgment. Boguch v. Landover Corp., 
153 Wn. App. 595, 608, 224 P.3d 795 (2009). 

13 Camicia v. Howard S. Wright Constr. Co., 179 Wn.2d 684, 693, 317 
P.3d 987 (2014); Young v. Key Pharm., Inc., 112 Wn.2d 216, 226, 770 P.2d 182 
(1989). 

14 CR 56(c); Camicia, 179 Wn.2d at 693. 
15 See Grimwood v. Univ. of Puget Sound. Inc., 110 Wn.2d 355, 362-63, 

753 P.2d 517 (1988). Both Marin and the County primarily address the elements 
that follow. 

16 Burlington Indus .. Inc. v. Ellerth, 524 U.S. 742, 761, 118 S. Ct. 2257, 
141 L. Ed. 2d 633 (1998). 

17 Anica v. Wal-Mart Stores. Inc., 120 Wn. App. 481, 488, 84 P.3d 1231 
(2004). 
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prima facie showing, the burden shifts to the County to show legitimate, 

nondiscriminatory reasons for its adverse employment action. 18 If the County 

produces this evidence, the burden returns to Marin to show that the County's 

reasons are pretextual. This means they "(1) have no basis in fact, (2) were not 

really motivating factors for the decision, or (3) were not motivating factors in 

employment decisions for other employees in the same circumstances."19 

Marin failed to make the required prima facie showing. First, he did not 

present evidence of an adverse employment action. None of the actions he 

points to, many of which he misrepresents, amount to a tangible change in 

employment status.20 He alleges a general pattern of harassment but does not 

support it with citations to the record adequate for this court to review. 21 

The record does not, in any case, support Marin's assertions. The TLC 

Marin received on B Crew was not an adverse employment action. It did not 

18 Kirby v. City of Tacoma, 124 Wn. App. 454, 464, 98 P.3d 827 (2004). 
19 Kirby, 124 Wn. App. at 467. 
2° For instance, Marin describes as "unwarranted discipline" a letter 

recommending withdrawal of his reprimand from Horton. He mischaracterizes 
his TLC as containing "threats of discipline." He refers to finding ''frightening 
racial materials at his desk," though the record shows he found the items in a 
part of the plant where he did not normally work and no one knew he would be. 
And he asserts without support he "was disciplined for going home sick by 
collective efforts" of numerous WTD employees. 

In arguing he created a genuine issue of material fact as to adverse 
employment actions, Marin again cites primarily to portions of the trial record, 
which is not an appropriate basis for review. Boguch, 153 Wn. App. at 608. 

21 See RAP 10.3(a)(6); Hernandez v. Stender, 182 Wn. App. 52, 59, 358 
P.3d 1169 (2014). 
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result in a discharge, demotion, or change his benefits or responsibilities.22 And 

while Marin alleges that the County denied him training, he cites only to his 

expert's report on county safety procedures. That report is not evidence of an 

adverse employment action. Additionally, the report's conclusions-that WTD's 

safety procedures were deficient for all employees-contradict Marin's assertion 

that his supervisors treated him differently. 

Second, Marin failed to raise a reasonable inference of discrimination. He 

points to no evidence that the County took an adverse action against him 

because of his protected class. Marin contends the County treated him 

differently than a nonprotected employee, Billy Burton, who also made a lockout 

error. "Similarly situated employees must have the same supervisor, be subject 

to the same standards, and have engaged in the same conduct."23 Even if Marin 

had shown Burton's error to be analogous to his own, Burton is still not a valid 

comparator because he worked under a different supervisor.24 And the record 

does not show that the County treated Marin differently than Burton, who also 

22 See Donahue v. Cent. Wash. Univ., 140 Wn. App. 17, 26, 163 P.3d 801 
(2007) (holding that professor did not suffer adverse action where he "did not 
lose tenure, he was not demoted, and he did not receive a reduction in pay"). 

23 Kirby, 124 Wn. App. at 475 n.16; see also Clark v. Runyon, 218 F.3d 
915, 918 (8th Cir. 2000). 

24 See Xuan Huynh v. U.S. Dep't of Transp., 794 F.3d 952, 960 (8th Cir. 
2015); Rodriguez-Cuervos v. Wai-Mart Stores. Inc., 181 F.3d 15, 21 (1st Cir. 
1999) (both finding employees under different supervisors were not similarly 
situated). 
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received a TLC-albeit an oral one-after his error. A reasonable employee 

would not interpret Marin's TLC as setting "impossible or terrifying unique 

performance standards" or threatening termination. 

Even if Marin had made a prima facie showing of disparate treatment, he 

failed to show the County's reasons are pretextual. Marin does not dispute that 

the County showed legitimate reasons for each action. In arguing those reasons 

are pretextual, Marin lists treatment both during and before his time on D Crew. 

But he does not support that list with specific citations to the record or explain 

how it shows pretext.25 No reasonable juror could find from the evidence 

presented that the County's asserted reasons were pretexts for discrimination. 

Thus, the trial court properly dismissed Marin's claim of disparate treatment 

based on protected status. 

Disparate Treatment by Retaliation for Protected Activity 

To establish a prima facie case of retaliation, Marin must show that he 

engaged in statutorily protected activity, that he suffered an adverse employment 

action, and that his protected activity caused the County to take the adverse 

25 Marin instead cites to swathes of the record up to 120 pages wide. 
These include a declaration by a former coworker, Norm Cook, alleging he and 
Marin received disparate assignments from 2000-2003 due to their race. Those 
events were outside the limitations period, and the trial court explicitly excluded 
evidence regarding that period from trial. 
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action against him.26 If Marin makes this prima facie showing, he must also show 

that the County's legitimate reasons for its actions were pretextual.27 

Here, too, Marin failed to present a prima facie case. First, he again failed 

to show that he suffered an adverse employment action. "An actionable adverse 

employment action must involve a change in employment conditions that is more 

than an 'inconvenience or alteration of job responsibilities."'28 This includes 

"reducing an employee's workload and pay," but not, for instance, "yelling at an 

employee or threatening to fire an employee."29 

Marin cites Division Two's recent decision in Boyd v. State30 to contend 

that the treatment he received, taken together, amounted to an adverse 

employment action. In that case, Boyd showed that his employer, a state 

hospital, suspended him for two weeks without pay, gave him a written reprimand 

and sent it to his supervisor along with a list of threatening comments he 

allegedly made, removed him from his ward and patient interaction, and reported 

him to the Department of Health and the police.31 The hospital argued that as a 

matter of law, some of these acts were not adverse. The court disagreed, 

26 RCW 49.60.210(1); Currier v. Northland Servs., Inc., 182 Wn. App. 733, 
742, 332 P.3d 1006 (2014), review denied, 182 Wn.2d 1006 (2015). 

27 Currier, 182 Wn. App. at 743. 
28 Kirby, 124 Wn. App. at 465 (internal quotation marks omitted) (quoting 

DeGuiseppe v. Viii. of Bellwood, 68 F.3d 187, 192 (7th Cir.1995)). 
29 Kirby, 124 Wn. App. at 465. 
30 187 Wn. App. 1, 13-14, 349 P.3d 864 (2015). 
31 Boyd, 187 Wn. App. at 14. 
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stating, "We express no opinion as to whether these employment actions, taken 

individually, constituted adverse employment actions as a matter of law. 

However, taken in context, a reasonable jury could find that these actions, taken 

together, were materially adverse."32 

Marin's reliance on Boyd is misplaced. That decision did not dispense 

with the requirement that a plaintiff must present sufficient evidence to survive 

summary judgment. Marin ignores the differences between his evidence and 

that of the plaintiff's in Boyd. In contrast to the hospital in Boyd, the County 

never suspended Marin without pay; it never reported him to the police or other 

authorities. Only in the context of these concededly adverse actions did Division 

Two find that a jury could conclude that the hospital's other actions were 

adverse.33 Here, Marin presented no such context for his claims. 

Second, Marin failed to show that his protected activity caused or was a 

"substantial factor" in the County taking any of the alleged adverse employment 

actions. He again compares his case to Boyd, where Division Two found a 

triable issue as to causation, but we again distinguish that case.34 After Boyd 

told his supervisor to stop harassing him, "she became hostile and threatened to 

'make sure [he] can't work in any of the 50 states. "'35 She then "involved herself 

32 Boyd, 187 Wn. App. at 14. 
33 Boyd, 187 Wn. App. at 14. 
34 Boyd, 187 Wn. App. at 14. 
35 Boyd, 187 Wn. App. at 18 (alteration in original). 
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in investigating" a complaint that had been made against Boyd, collecting witness 

statements and interviews, and writing that Boyd "is known to lie."36 Their 

employer relied on her statements to discipline Boyd.37 Here, Marin points to 

Sagnis's statements to an HR person showing "retaliatory animus." But unlike 

the supervisor in Boyd, Sagnis had no involvement with Marin after Marin made 

his complaint. Sagnis made the statements months after Marin left his crew, and 

Marin acknowledges he did not know of the statements when he decided to 

remain at South Plant. Because Marin cannot connect Sagnis's animus with any 

alleged action against him, he cannot use it to show causation. 

Third, Marin failed to show that anyone at South Plant knew about his 

protected activity at West Point, precluding his claim that employees at South 

Plant retaliated for that activity. He identifies no evidence that supports his bare 

assertion that the entire "chain of command" knew he complained against 

Sagnis. 

Finally, as with his disparate treatment claim, Marin failed to show any 

evidence of pretext for retaliation. He again points to the TLC he received on 8 

Crew. But as discussed above, the record does not show that the TLC was an 

adverse employment action or "adverse compared to other use of 'TLC' notes to 

3s Boyd, 187 Wn. App. at 18. 
37 Boyd, 187 Wn. App. at 18. 
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employees" in similar situations. The TLC does not support Marin's pretext 

argument. 

Thus, Marin failed to satisfy his burden to show an adverse employment 

action, causation, and pretext to support either his discrimination or retaliation 

theory. The trial court did not err in dismissing his disparate treatment claim on 

summary judgment. 

Evidentiary Rulings 

The trial court ruled that Marin could not offer evidence that any coworker 

retaliated against him without first laying the foundation that the coworker was 

aware of Marin's discrimination complaint. Marin's coworkers needed this 

knowledge for their acts to be retaliatory under WLAD.38 

Marin makes one challenge to this ruling: it restricted him to using direct 

and not circumstantial evidence that the alleged retaliator knew he had made a 

protected complaint. But the trial court's order did no such thing.39 The order 

does not impose this restriction. Nothing in the record shows that the trial court 

would exclude circumstantial evidence of a coworker's knowledge. 

38 Currier, 182 Wn. App. at 746-47. 
39 The order required Marin to "lay[ ] an adequate foundation ... showing 

that the accused coworker was aware that [Marin] had made a complaint about 
discrimination." 
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Marin also claims the trial court erred in striking coworker Lloyd Holman's 

testimony that he heard statements from unidentified coworkers that Marin had 

complained against his C Crew supervisor, Alenduff. 

The trial court may condition admission of a party's evidence on the 

party's later introduction of facts necessary to make that evidence relevant.40 

After eliciting Holman's testimony, Marin offered no evidence that any alleged 

harasser had heard that he complained against Alenduff, let alone that they knew 

his complaint related to sexual harassment. The trial court did not abuse its 

discretion in finding such evidence necessary to make Holman's testimony 

relevant. 

Jury Selection Issues 

Marin next claims that the trial court failed to fully question and excuse 

juror 71, improperly reduced Marin's voir dire time, and improperly subtracted 

from Marin's trial time for a for-cause challenge. 

The trial court has discretion to grant or deny a for-cause challenge.41 

That "discretion includes assuring that an impartial jury is selected 'with 

reasonable expedition. "'42 When "the course of proceeding is not specifically 

40 ER 104(b). 
41 State v. Wilson, 141 Wn. App. 597, 606, 171 P.3d 501 {2007). 
42 State v. Brady, 116 Wn. App. 143, 147, 64 P.3d 1258 {2003) {quoting 

State v. Frederiksen, 40 Wn. App. 749, 753, 700 P.2d 369 (1985)). 
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pointed out by statute," the trial court may adopt "any suitable process or mode of 

proceeding ... which may appear most conformable to the spirit of the laws."43 

"[A] party accepting a juror without exercising its available challenges 

cannot later challenge that juror's inclusion. "44 But where a juror's misconduct 

prevents a party from learning of the juror's bias, the party does not waive its 

right to challenge him by failing to question him during voir dire.45 

The County contends the jury's unanimity makes Marin's objections about 

juror 71 irrelevant. We need not decide this question because the trial court did 

not abuse its discretion in handling the jury issues before it. 

First, Marin waived his for-cause challenge by not raising it during voir 

dire. 46 The exception to the waiver rule does not apply because juror 71 did not 

prevent Marin from learning of his potential bias by misconduct.47 He disclosed 

on his questionnaire that he was "[g)ood friend[s) with a King County prosecutor." 

He responded to a pertinent general question about this topic during voir dire by 

43 RCW 2.28.150. 
44 Dean v. Grp. Health Coop. of Puget Sound, 62 Wn. App. 829, 836, 816 

P.2d 757 (1991). 
45 In re Det. of Broten, 130 Wn. App. 326, 337, 122 P.3d 942 (2005). 
46 See Dean, 62 Wn. App. at 836. 
47 See Broten, 130 Wn. App. at 338. Juror misconduct is a fact question 

within the trial court's discretion. Dean, 62 Wn. App. at 837. To show 
misconduct, "a party must prove (1) that 'a juror failed to answer honestly a 
material question on voir dire' and (2) that 'a correct response would have 
provided a valid basis for a challenge for cause."' Broten, 130 Wn. App. at 337 
(emphasis omitted) (quoting McDonough Power Equip., Inc. v. Greenwood, 464 
U.S. 548, 556, 104 S. Ct. 845, 78 L. Ed. 2d 663 (1984)). 
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raising his card. Marin did not question him or attempt to strike him from the jury 

before the panel was sworn. Marin did question him after the panel was sworn, 

and juror 71 indicated again that he was a friend of a woman in the county 

prosecutor's office. Marin did not ask juror 71 whether he thought that friendship 

would affect his ability to judge the case fairly. The record shows the trial court 

ensured Marin had "reasonable time to discover any prejudices." 

Second, the record does not support Marin's contention that the trial court 

"reduced the allotted voir dire time." Marin initially used his allotted 30 minutes. 

And after juror 71 e-mailed the court, reraising his issue, the trial court granted 

Marin additional time. The court's decision to count that additional time against 

Marin's trial time was within its discretion to manage the courtroom and ensure 

impartial jury selection "'with reasonable expedition."'48 

Finally, Marin established no grounds for cause for dismissing juror 71 at 

the end of trial. Marin does not address the elements of a for-cause challenge, 

and Marin's questioning did not establish juror 71's inability to judge the case 

fairly. 

Admission of McClung Testimony 

Marin also challenges the trial court's admission of Dr. McClung's 

testimony. 

48 Brady, 116 Wn. App. at 146-47 (quoting Frederiksen, 40 Wn. App. at 
753). 
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To bring a claim for failure to accommodate, Marin had to show he had a 

medical condition "that substantially limited his ... ability to perform the job."49 

He also needed to show he was "qualified to perform the essential functions of 

the job."50 Qualified expert testimony is admissible where it "will assist the trier of 

fact to understand the evidence or to determine a fact in issue."51 And if one 

party opens the door, the court may admit '"evidence on the same issue to rebut 

any false impression that might have resulted ."'52 

Here, the trial court excluded testimony about Marin's credibility and 

instructed the jury to disregard any that came close.53 McClung's testimony did 

not relate to Marin's credibility but to his medical conditions, whether the County 

could reasonably accommodate them, and whether Marin could perform the 

essential functions of his job. Marin's accommodations claim put all of these 

matters at issue. Consequently, McClung's testimony was not impermissible 

49 Riehl v. Foodmaker. Inc., 152 Wn.2d 138, 145, 94 P.3d 930 (2004) 
(quoting Hill v. BCTIIncome Fund-I, 144 Wn.2d 172, 193, 23 P.3d 440 (2001)). 

50 Davis v. Microsoft Corn., 149 Wn.2d 521, 532, 70 P.3d 126 (2003) 
(emphasis omitted) (quoting Hill, 144 Wn.2d at 193). 

51 ER 702. 
52 United States v. Sine, 493 F.3d 1021, 1037 (9th Cir. 2007) (quoting 

United States v. Whitworth, 856 F.2d 1268, 1285 (9th Cir. 1998)); State v. Fisher, 
165 Wn.2d 727, 750, 202 P.3d 937 (2009). 

53 The court instructed the jury to disregard testimony that "under stress 
Mr. Marin might have difficulties with an accurate perception of reality." 
Instructions can cure errors in admitting testimony. State v. Perez-Valdez, 172 
Wn.2d 808, 818-19, 265 P.3d 853 (2011). 
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character evidence under ER 404.54 And since McClung's testimony was highly 

probative as to Marin's medical conditions, the trial court did not abuse its 

discretion in not excluding it under ER 403. 

Moreover, Marin opened the door to testimony about the accuracy of his 

perceptions. His physicians testified that they wrote to the County requesting 

accommodations for PTSD, endorsed his belief that his condition flared due to 

stress at work, and even opined on his character. When cross-examining Dr. 

McClung, Marin repeatedly asked whether certain perceptions were "spot-on." 

Only then, on redirect, did the County clarify with McClung that Marin's 

perceptions were not all "spot-on." 

Finally, Marin waived any objection under ER 702 that a paranoid-traits 

diagnosis is not a "recognized" diagnosis, making any testimony about it 

inadmissible. Although he hints at this argument, Marin does not argue the 

elements of the test for admissibility under Frye v. United States55 or cite to 

authority. Also, he did not object to McClung's testimony on this basis at trial. 

54 Ct. In re Meistrell, 47 Wn. App. 100, 109, 733 P.2d 1004 (1987) {holding 
that ER 404 does not exclude prior mental history as character evidence). 

55 293 F. 1013 {D.C. Cir. 1923); ~Anderson v. Akzo Nobel Coatings, 
Inc., 172 Wn.2d 593, 603, 260 P.3d 857 {2011) (applying ~ test in 
Washington). 
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Thus, he did not preserve the issue for appeal.56 McClung's testimony was 

admissible both on the merits and to rebut Marin's witnesses. 

Directed Verdict on Retaliation Aspect of Hostile Work Environment Claim 

Marin contends the trial court erred by dismissing Marin's claim of hostile 

work environment based on retaliation. We review a ruling on a motion for 

directed verdict under the same standard as the trial court, affirming the directed 

verdict when "'there is no substantial evidence or reasonable inference to sustain 

a verdict for the nonmoving party."'57 

To show retaliation based on protected activity, a plaintiff must provide 

evidence that the individuals he alleges retaliated against him knew of his 

protected activity.58 The WLAD does not prohibit an employer's actions without 

evidence of a causal link between the action and a plaintiffs protected activity. 59 

The trial court dismissed Marin's claim of retaliation-based hostile work 

environment because it determined that Marin presented no evidence that 

anyone harassed him after knowing about his protected activity. The record 

supports that finding: Marin did not work with Sagnis after complaining against 

56 See Johnston-Forbes v. Matsunaga, 181 Wn.2d 346, 356, 333 P.3d 388 
(2014). 

57 Guijosa v. Wai-Mart Stores. Inc., 144 Wn.2d 907, 915, 32 P.3d 250 
(2001) (quoting Sing v. John L. Scott. Inc., 134 Wn.2d 24, 29, 948 P.2d 816 
(1997)). 

58 See Currier, 182 Wn. App. at 746-47. 
59 Alonso v. Qwest Commc'ns Co., 178 Wn. App. 734, 753-54, 315 P.3d 

610 (2013). 
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him, so Sagnis's later comments were not retaliatory. No one at South Plant 

knew of Marin's complaint against Sagnis or any other protected activity, so 

whatever conduct Marin experienced at South Plant could not have been 

retaliation for that complaint. And after Marin then complained about Alenduff, 

the County respected his request to remain anonymous. Marin presented no 

evidence of any conduct by a managing employee who was aware of Marin's 

complaints that a reasonable juror could find to be harassment. Instead, he 

alleges, "HR terrified [him] . . . that he would return to Sagnis's" crew "and that 

he was 'welcome to go back to West Point D Crew.'" He bases these allegations 

on the County offering him a choice of remaining at South Plant or returning to 

West Point. No reasonable juror could interpret those offers to accommodate 

Marin as harassment, so HR's knowledge of Marin's protected activity cannot be 

the basis of a retaliation claim. 

Thus, contrary to Marin's assertion that he provided "evidence of 

widespread notice of protected WLAD activity," Marin's evidence was not 

sufficient for any rational juror to find retaliatory animus. Nowhere does he point 

to an individual who both knew of his protected activity and, afterward, took some 

action that could reasonably be construed as harassment. The trial court 

therefore correctly directed a verdict for the County on Marin's claim of hostile 

work environment based on retaliation. 
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Remaining Assignments of Error 

Marin asserts that the trial court erred in denying his motions alleging 

discovery violations by the County. He fails to support these assignments of 

error with argument and citations to authority and has thus waived them.60 And 

so far as his arguments are discernible, they lack merit. Marin cites to no 

evidence that exhibits 618 and 619-summary exhibits of large spreadsheets 

containing Marin's time entries-should have been produced in response to 

discovery but were not, and he does not explain how late discovery of those 

exhibits prejudiced him.61 Marin's arguments that the County failed to disclose 

exhibits 458, 629, and 630-e-mails and logs regarding the April 2009 "priority 

directive" at West Point-similarly lack support.62 

60 An appellant's briefs must present "argument in support of the issues 
presented for review, together with citations to legal authority and references to 
relevant parts of the record." RAP 10.3(a)(6). "Unsubstantiated assignments of 
error are deemed abandoned." Kittitas County v. Kittitas County Conserv. Coal., 
176 Wn. App. 38, 54, 308 P.3d 745 (2013). 

61 See Colley v. Peacehealth, 177 Wn. App. 717, 727, 312 P.3d 989 
(2013) (holding that error in admitting evidence on collateral issue did not require 
reversal). 

62 The County did produce exhibit 458 in discovery, contrary to Marin's 
statement. And it did not offer exhibits 629 or 630 into evidence. The trial court 
invited Marin to submit briefing on those exhibits' admissibility, but Marin never 
did so. 
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Marin also waived his claim that the trial court's imposition of costs was 

unauthorized. His only argument-that "[s}tatute[sJ authorized few of the 

costs"-is too vague to permit review.63 

Marin assigns error to several other trial court actions. But he fails to 

support these claims too, effectively waiving them. 

CONCLUSION 

Because Marin failed to present evidence sufficient to create a genuine 

issue of material fact as to every element of a disparate treatment claim and 

because Marin's numerous other arguments also lack merit, we affirm. 

WE CONCUR: 

~ 

63 See RAP 10.3(a)(6); Cowiche Canyon Conservancy v. Bosley, 118 
Wn.2d 801, 809, 828 P.2d 549 (1992). 
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